
 

There are numerous anime series that are currently broadcast on Japanese television. However, there is one show that stands out when it comes to popularity and quality; this series is called "Lupin the 3rd". The show has led to six feature-length movies which have made more than a billion dollars worldwide. The success of "Lupin the 3rd" shows just how popular this franchise is and why you should
watch it too!

In short, Lupin III is a family-friendly anime that features a protagonist named Lupin who steals things from others in order to get rich. However, this is all known as a ruse since Lupin is not actually a thief and is actually after the money. He only steals the useless things so that he can put them to use. He claims to be a brilliant thief but in actuality, he is quite unimpressive and is only trying to play one
up for fame. The anime shows Lupin around Zenigata, who coincidentally has the same last name as "Lupin". This character believes that all Lupin actions are because he wants his reputation back since he believes that this will make him look good. His love interest in the series is Fujiko Mine who comes from humble beginnings merely wanting to live her life peacefully. However, she quickly falls
for Lupin and his ways of living. The third character featured in this series is called Goemon who loves martial arts and to fight against people even if he does not like them. He also works as a samurai and is often unwilling to work with anyone but Fujiko. However, there are times when he will work with others such as Lupin and Zenigata; however, they do tend to not get along. There are two movies
that have been made so far. They are "The Castle of Cagliostro" and "Return of Lupin". The series is currently being made into a feature-length film called "Lupin III vs Detective Conan" by Toei Animation. It will include the characters from both series in one film. With the LUPIN III TV anime since 1991 running for 80 episodes, it has inspired three Novels, three OVA's, seven TV Specials, ten
Video Games and twenty-two manga volumes. The novels are based on the anime series written by Monkey Punch. These novels have become quite popular with over five million copies sold to date. The first novel was released in 1992 and the most recent one in 2010. Even though there are two series of "Lupin the 3rd", they are almost identical. The only difference lies within the anime version
which has picture quality that is less than DVD quality. This is especially true for any movies that are based on the anime. This makes it slightly more difficult to enjoy, even though there are some cool things about it. For one thing, you can see detailed close-ups of each character's face which would make it easier to figure out what kind of emotion is being shown. However, this is not true for
everyone since some characters who were featured in both anime and movie versions barely had any differences at all.
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